„

Your finger
		 is the key
ekey home integra

“

Easy and secure access with fingerscan

Open your front door easily and conveniently with ekey home integra.
ekey home integra combines the sophisticated fingerscan-technology
of the market-leader elegantly and shapely with your front door. The
integrated finger scanner offers easy access without keys, codes or
cards. The corresponding control panel takes almost no place and is
securely located in the door leaf.
Elegance, convenience and security all in one – ekey home integra:

Your finger is the key

800 652/0902

SIMPLE
Open doors and gates or activate the alarm
system with only one finger swipe. Authorizations
may be assigned independently with no need for
any technician or PC.

CONVENIENT
The key is literally always in your hands. The
intelligent software learns with every use and
recognizes the growth of child fingers and the
alteration of user habits.

SECURE

ekey home integra
The biometric access solution

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
ekey home
integra
Applicable usage

How biometrics works

ekey home 2
integra

Private homes, small enterprises/Associations

Number of storable
fingerprints

99

Relays 30 V,
to 2A

1

Colours

Design element integra
stainless steel/white/gold

Temperature range
Manufacturer’s
guarantee

2

-40° to +85° C

24 months

Biometric finger scanners have been
used in banks and high security areas
for many years. With ekey home integra,
this easy, convenient and secure access
solution gets affordable and practical for
everybody. ekey uses line sensors which
capture the individual fingerprints. The
biometric characteristics of the user’s
finger are transformed into a binary code
which is then saved. ekey home integra
is the elegant way to protect your doors
securely and conveniently – in the whole
house!
A secure and proven method.

The finger scanners are also available as a biometric network access
solution called ekey net in the versions S (40 fingers), M (200 fingers)
and L (2000 fingers).

Europe’s # 1
for fingerprint access solutions
Austria
ekey biometric systems GmbH
Lunzerstraße 64, A-4030 Linz
Tel: +43 732 6910 9669
office@ekey.net

Switzerland and Liechtenstein
ekey biometric systems Est.
Landstrasse 79, FL-9490 Vaduz
Tel.: +423 235 0880
schweiz@ekey.net

Germany
ekey biometric systems Deutschland GmbH
Liebigstraße 18, D-61130 Nidderau
Tel: +49 6187 90696 0
deutschland@ekey.net

www.ekey.net

Your authorized dealer:

Subject to optical and technical modifications, any liability for misprints excluded

Your unique fingerprint is much more secure than
a key which can be either stolen or lost. A system
manipulation from outside is impossible.

